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Incendiary, female-fronted hard rockers, Chasing Dragons are currently 
recording their debut album “Faction” [Release TBC]. The band released 
an album teaser “Faction: Prologue” [29.3.16]; 3 songs produced, mixed 
and mastered by Lee Batiuk (Deaf Havana, Top 10 UK Music Producer). It’s 
a tantalising taster of what’s to come on the bands debut album. Chasing 
Dragons are fast out of the traps and eager to showcase their passion, 
class and conviction. 

First single “Devil In Her Eyes” is an anthemic, hook-defining beast with 
titan-esque rhythm, riffery and solos to make the heart soar and vocals 
that will be spinning around your head for days to come: https://
youtu.be/UXK2GCgAVqw 

Second single “Whitehorse” boasts frenetic rhythms and guitar work, and eerie vocals that will draw you in 
and tug you by the heartstrings, having you singing along in no time: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Glg9Kg-jV_4 

Drawing comparisons to Iron Maiden, Avenged Sevenfold, Hammerfall and Halestorm, Chasing Dragons are 
making one hell of a noise and having already shared stages with Pendulum, Skindred, Funeral For A Friend, 
The Blackout, Glamour Of The Kill, InMe, Death Angel, The Dirty Youth, The Sweet and Fearless Vampire Killers 
amongst others, they’re poised upon the tip of the sword and are ready to strike. They’ve been seen at venues 
of every size and caliber ranging from O2 Academies and the notorious Camden Underworld to pubs, clubs 
and even tea rooms as well as local and national festivals of the likes of Bloodstock Open Air, SOS Fest, 
Wildfire, TBFM’s Breaking Bands Fest and thrice at Whitby Goth Weekend.  

Following the widely received success of their EP “Checkmate” in 2014 [“Best Album 2014” - 11 Is Louder 
Than 10, “Best EP 2014” - TBFM], “Faction: Prologue” [March 2016] is a cut above and beyond the usual crowd 
and Chasing Dragons are shouting loud and clear that they’re in this for the long run and they’re here to stay. 

Chasing Dragons are: Laurie 'Tank' Carnan (Vocals) / Mitch Sadler 
(Guitar/Vocals) / Katie Bullock (Drums) and James ‘Murf’ Murphy (Bass/
Vocals) 

CONTACT:  

bookings@chasingdragons.co.uk 

RECORDED WORKS: 

Soundcloud - ‘Faction:Prologue’: 
https://soundcloud.com/chasingdragonsbites/sets/factionprologue/s-LBXh8 

LIVE VIDEOS: 

‘Whitehorse’ Live at Plus 11 Studios: 
https://youtu.be/_w59TGcTjIg 

‘Throw Down Your King’ Live at MacMillan Fest 2016: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q2zRFbXeVv8 

‘The Last Defence’ Live at MacMillan Fest 2016: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IN3bGNH6XKI 
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In response to their record ‘Faction:Prologue’: 

“The tracks on offer change style and tact throughout as the band succeed in being impossible to pigeonhole. It’s Metal made for 
today but with one eye open on the glorious past when Metal ruled the world.” 

- Devils Gate Media 

“With a sound packed full of galloping riffs, screaming solos and lashings of fist-pumping alt-metal, the UK group are led from the 
front by their imposing female vocalist, Tank. Fronting the band with a bellowing set of vocal chords, Tanks’ singing has you by the 
balls right from the first moments of EP opener "Devil In Her Eyes" and doesn’t let go, guaranteeing your attention through to the 
closing moments of "Whitehorse" some thirteen minutes later.” 

- Pure Grain Audio 

“Then we have female vocalist Tank, who has a set of pipes on her that will make most envious. You can hear her fire and tenacity. If 
you were to place her on the stage with some of Metals leading female vocalists, she could not only hold her own, but quite easily 
knock some of them off their pedestals. Her vocals sit perfectly atop the guitar driven songs on offer. Each a mini masterpiece in its 
own right, it is easy to imagine these songs gracing the larger stages on offer this festival season and fitting right in. The stand out 
song for me has to be 'Mutiny'. I can imagine a battlefield of fist pumping warriors screaming 'We are, We are the mutiny' driven by 
raging guitars and pounding drums as they get ready for war.” 

- 3 Songs & Out 

“Another tapestry of inventive endeavour and virulently catchy aggression… an excellent ‘return’ by Chasing Dragons to ears and 
speakers. There is no escaping that the band has got creatively bigger, bolder, and even more captivating; so roll on that album…” 

- Ringmaster  

“Faction: Prologue is fantastic, demonstrating an ability far above Chasing Dragons‘ current reputation and standing. Everything 
about the EP is brilliant; the music is technical and intricate but not overdone, utilising just the right amount to keep everything 
exciting and interesting without detracting from the songs themselves. The hooks are infectiously catchy, the best I’ve heard without 
being too cheesy in a long while. Finally, the band’s passion, togetherness and drive is evident in everything on the record, giving 
the whole record that sense of excitement when you listen to it.” 

- UKnighted 

In response to their record ‘Checkmate’: 

“'Checkmate' exudes passion, class and conviction. 8/10"  
Powerplay Magazine 

“Clawing out of the speakers with thunderous track ‘Broken Jaws’, this female fronted Leeds group have a fairly impressive touring 
past… Singer [Tank] is no prissy girl either and gives it her all, ranging from the soft dulcet tones to wailing rock goddess alongside 
driving riffs and cacophonous drums in ‘Throw Down Your King’… For those that love a little blues-touched hard rock with some 
female attitude, this will please you indeed.” 
Big Cheese Magazine 

“I wanted to use an expletive myself here but I won't, Holy Smoke, this band is good… there may be elements of their music that you 
have heard before but they are seamlessly sewn together in an individual style… I cannot imagine how hard the band had to work to 
produce an EP of this quality, the musicianship is spot on, the vocals are mind blowing and the production is without flaw. 
This is the easiest score I've given to an EP yet, no messing… 10/10” 
Black Phoenix Rising 
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  Tank - Vocals  Mitch - Guitar/Vocal    Murf - Bass/Vocals      Kate - Drums 



LIVE REVIEWS: 

“I knew Leeds band Chasing Dragons had the potential to steal the show tonight. I wasn’t wrong; they had an explosive energy that 
took the roof off the Robin from the opening note to the closing. Full on no holds barred melodic metal with a band that put on an 
extremely powerful visual performance. I knew I was going to like these guys because although they have a strong heavy metallic 
tinge their songs ooze and overdose in melody, it was just a case of if they could bring it live, and that they did by the bucket load! 
On stage she [Tank] explodes and is larger than life full of energy and grabs the attention of the audience with total ease, she’s a 
totally mesmerising front woman and was evidently born for the stage. She has an amazing voice, so smooth, so melodic it hooks 
you right into the power and the energy of all the songs… I enjoyed their set from beginning to end, lots of energy and catchy songs 
that stick in your head and make you want to sing along and above all else a whole juicy dollop of melody dumped heavily on top of 
their powerful metal backbone. This was their first show in the West Midlands and I sure hope it’s the first of many because I’d love to 
see these guys crank it up again!” 
- Midlands Rocks 

“Well what can be said about Chasing Dragons, except they only went and blew the bloody roof off! If ever there was a standout 
performance of the festival for me this was it… Almost instantly vocalist Tank had the crowd eating out of the palm of her hand and 
they were clapping along. Indeed it was difficult to override the urge to throw my fist in the air long enough to make notes. This is 
how it’s done. 
Tracks like ‘White Horse’ demonstrating their crunching guitar tones of Mitch, mixed with really catchy sing along choruses and a 
driving rhythm from Kate on drums and Murf on bass, all served to support a stellar vocal performance throughout. Such a confident 
performance and how they got the crowd interacting was almost a masterclass. 
Their recorded work has more of an alt-rock feel to it, yet this performance definitely brought out their heavier- almost thrashier- 
side, especially during rabble rousing anthem ‘The Mutiny’. Based on what they delivered today I was left wondering why aren’t they 
playing much bigger festivals. I predict big things for this band, this was some genuinely potent stuff.” 
- Get Your Rock Out 

“I mean it sincerely when I say I have never seen, heard, or felt what the Dragons brought onto the Spa… It was honestly one of the 
most intense, impressive and outright fucking fantastic performances I’ve ever seen on stage… 
This is not just a decent rock group, it’s a world-beating rock group. They are overtaken by passion, and on Whitby Goth’s stage the 
entire outfit seemed so utterly excited to be there that they gave what seemed to be the show of their lives. I have seen effort on 
stage plenty of times; I have not seen people genuinely looking shocked at their own excellence before… Mark my words, it’s a 
legend in the making – and WGW may be one of the most important shows of the group’s career. 
… Tank is positively one of the best front ladies in rock and roll today.” 
- Cat On The Wall 

“The next main stage act turned out to be my discovery of the weekend. They were Chasing Dragons, a female-fronted alt. rock band 
from Leeds with an absolutely brilliant singer… singer Laurie (or Tank as she is often known) had the crowd right on side by now, 
everybody was moving to the music, singing and clapping along, heads nodding in unison. It’s not often you see a new band and 
just stand with your mouth open going “Wow” but today Chasing Dragons were that band.” 
- Planet Mosh 

“From tonight’s performance what I can say without fear of contradiction is that Chasing Dragons are all about fun.. enjoyable as 
anything I have seen recently. Channeling too much energy for the cramped confines of the Empire’s stage, Tank took the phrase 
“music to the people” to a whole other level, getting down off the stage and up close and personal with the audience… Chasing 
Dragons are an excellent live band and were, for me, the high point…” 
- Cack Blabbath 

"Chasing Dragons were the highlight of the evening… as well as a very good rock cover of Lady Gaga’s ‘Marry The Night‘ and not a 
meat dress in sight! All this, plus a poet and pole and burlesque dancers made for a great evening which culminated in a friendly 
stage invasion during their last number…” 
- TBFM 

“It's that sense of family that made Chasing Dragons special; seeing them play reminded me of a band back home consisting of 
several of my friends, and how much they enjoyed simply being on stage together and doing what they love." 
- Leeds Music Scene
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